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Take-Home Message
➢We figure out that some classes are difficult to label or newly occurred classes that can not be 

labeled in time in SSL.

➢We proposed NACH algorithm to classify both classes with labeled samples and classes without 
labeled samples.

➢We further aim at giving generalization risk analysis on classes without labeled samples.

More details

Robust Semi-Supervised Learning when Not All Classes have Labels 

Labels

SSL: learning from labeled and unlabeled data with a learning model Real-world datasets  often contain classes without labels.

Two issues need to be addressed

Main Results Ablation Study
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Traditional SSL assumes: “All classes have labeled samples！’’ 

Some classes are difficult to label or newly occurred classes 
that can not be labeled in time.

Can we design an robust SSL algorithm 
that can classify both classes with labeled 
samples and classes without them?

Framework of the proposed algorithm. The unsupervised loss can be
decomposed into UC loss (lies in the green box) and DTA loss (lies in the 
blue box). 

The Framework The first one is how to automatically classify unseen classes during model training.

The second one is how to synchronize the different learning paces caused by the 

different learning styles between seen and unseen classes.

FBCE loss implements the clustering task by a pairwise similarity
ground form while minimizes many error pairings on the basis 

of BCE loss.

Entropy loss avoids all samples being assigned to the same class.

First we observed the uncertainty between seen classes and unseen classes:

τ   for xi  belongs to Xseen

τ−βU for xi  belongs to Xunseen

We perform threshold adjustment using U, where threshold  is :

A priori knowledge is also  used to adjust the logits:

Classification accuracy of compared methods 

on seen, unseen and all classes. 

Our proposal achieves significant performance gain
compared with NCD method and sota Open-Set SSL 
methods.

Our proposal Adaptive Threshold achieves significant performance gain compared with  UC Model.

Our proposal FBCE Loss can reduce the proportion of wrong pairs while increase the proportion of right pairs.


